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Summary 
 

December 9th-11th 2019 saw the kick-off of the latest phase of the Integrated Seed Sector Development 

in Africa (ISSD Africa) Community of Practice (CoP). The event brought sixty representatives from 

partner organisations to the Waridi Paradise Hotel in Nairobi.  

The ISSD Africa CoP is structured around eight action learning topics; each one derived from a known 

critical bottleneck to wider seed sector development in Africa. The activities under each topic are 

coordinated by lead partners with ample knowledge and experience in the topic and implemented in 

some ten African countries by local and international partners.  

The workshop successfully enabled partners to share, discuss and refine their respective action learning 

topics and plans, as well as get acquainted with the ISSD Africa programme, its management unit and 

each other. Over the course of three days, partners presented their intended activities, discussed 

synergies across action learning topics and provided expert peer review to sharpen action learning 

projects.  

The workshop was also a welcome opportunity for teambuilding and the development of a positive 

sharing and learning dynamic for the community. Alongside the focus on action learning topics and 

activities, the workshop enabled agreement on how the community would develop in terms of 

management and communication functions.  

Participants of the workshop expressed satisfaction with the proceedings. Many found opportunities to 

collaborate with other action learning topics, while there was wide appreciation for the peer feedback 

process which provided useful, action-oriented insights.  

The management unit were also satisfied with the high turnout and motivation from partners to 

proactively share their plans and learn from each other. Throughout the workshop, enthusiastic 

discussions during sessions were matched by enjoyable moments in social gatherings.  
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Padlet file sharing: 

During the workshop, participants were encouraged to share photos and documents on a specially built 

‘Padlet’, a simple content sharing service. Many of the presentations, working documents and photos 

from the workshop are available there: https://padlet.com/issdafrica_facilitator/sharing  

  

https://padlet.com/issdafrica_facilitator/sharing
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Introduction to ISSD Africa 
 

Community of practice on seed in Africa 
Lack of access to quality seed is one of the main issues hindering productivity increase in Africa. ISSD 

Africa (2019-2022) will facilitate an international community of practice to guide seed sector innovation 

and development on the African continent to alleviate the problem of limited access to quality seed.  

Addressing complex seed sector challenges of continental importance will result in better performing 

seed sectors with increased access to quality seed of the varieties that farmers prefer. This will have 

positive impacts on food and nutrition security and farmer income, as well as on climate change and 

farmers’ resilience.  

Building upon achievements and lessons learnt of earlier phases 
The programme builds upon the achievements and lessons learnt of earlier phases of ISSD Africa. In the 

most recent phase (2014-2017), a structure has been developed for experimenting, sharing and 

learning, enhancing collaboration and promoting synergy across seed sector projects, programmes and 

stakeholders. Partnerships were established around the four themes of seed entrepreneurship; variety 

access; international and national policy frameworks; and CAADP and the African Union led African Seed 

and Biotechnology Programme. These partnerships were able to identify ways to effectively address 

challenges related to these themes.  

Africa-grown solutions to complex seed sector challenges 
The programme will develop and share Africa-grown solutions to complex seed sector challenges. This is 

the first outcome of the programme, relating to eight action learning topics, each of which are led by 

different partners: (1) Developing the seed sector in fragile states – led by Mercy Corps; (2) Effective 

seed insecurity response – also led by Mercy Corps; (3) Agrobiodiversity, seed and climate change – led 

by Bioversity International; (4) Enabling seed policies – led by IFPRI/CGIAR Research Program on 

Policies, Institutions and Markets; (5) Enhancing seed quality assurance – led by CIP/CGIAR Research 

Program on Roots, Tubers and Bananas; (6) Business models for early generation seed – led by 

ICRISAT; (7) Creating demand for quality seed – led by WCDI and (8) Gender dynamics in seed systems 

– led by the CGIAR Collaborative Platform for Gender Research.  

All topics have been identified during the last phase of ISSD Africa as complex areas of strategic 

importance to seed sector development. Around every topic, partnerships of international and Africa-

based organisations have been established, with implementation plans for each topic being developed 

during an entry phase.  

An ISSD Africa management and support unit provides support to the partners on action learning 

activities where and when required. Publications will offer guidance for strategizing seed sector 

intervention and policy design. 

Workshop organisation and objectives 
The kick-off workshop was hosted by Tegemeo Institute in the Waridi Paradise Hotel in Nairobi Kenya 

from 9-11 December, 2019. The team of Tegemeo Institute and Wageningen Centre for Development 

Innovation organised logistical arrangements for the event.  

The three-day event was designed to: 

1. Introduce participants to the ISSD Africa programme, its structure, processes and intended 

outcomes 

2. Introduce participants to each other and enable the development of community dynamic 

conducive to sharing and learning 

3. Facilitate the elaboration, sharing and alignment of action learning projects and initial activities 
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Overview of sessions 
 

Day 1:  

Workshop opening 
Dr. Miltone Ayieko, Director of Tegemeo Institute, provided the opening speech to officially start the 

workshop. Recounting his experiences as the regional Coordinator of the previous phase of ISSD Africa, 

Dr. Ayieko enthusiastically welcomed participants to Nairobi, encouraged active participation and 

challenged participants to make the most of the expertise and energy in the room.  

The participants were then invited to get to know each other as they took part in an interactive quiz with 

general and seed knowledge being tested.  

Dr. Marja Thijssen of Wageningen Centre for Development Innovation (WCDI) presented the ISSD Africa 

programme, detailing the current context in which African seed sector development remains a challenge 

that contributes to a significant yield gap in comparison with the rest of the world. Basing ISSD Africa on 

the approach and principles of integrated seed sector development had enabled notable learning and 

innovation in previous phases, providing a strong basis for this current phase to build upon.  

Karèn Verhoosel, also of WCDI and coordinator of the ISSD Africa CoP, continued the presentation, 

outlining the vision of ISSD Africa as; 1) becoming a true community of practice with visibility of all 

contributing partners and diversified leadership and funding, 2) providing a structure to co-create, 

experiment with, learn from and exchange ideas on seed sector innovation, and 3) supporting the 

embedding of latest insights and expertise with governments, projects and programmes.  

The introduction video was also shown to participants, many of whom had not seen it before; you can 

find the link here.  

The Entry Phase project (2018-2019) meant lead partners were familiar with the structure and intended 

outcomes of ISSD Africa; Karèn used the presentation to share how the CoP is organised and how the 

management unit will support the action learning project teams. Karèn concluded by confirming the 

programme’s outcomes with participants: 

1. Africa-grown solutions to complex seed sector challenges developed 

2. Embedding of ISSD Africa derived insights in seed sector interventions and seed sector policies 

supported 

3. Enabling structure for the effective management and facilitation of the community of practice 

operational 

  

https://videos.files.wordpress.com/kfzFU4WB/the-issd-africa-community-of-practice_dvd.mp4
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Sharing on action learning projects 
 

 

 

 

Image 1 and 2: Participants share and learn about what is planned in each other’s action learning 

projects 

Lead partners and the management unit had developed informative posters for each action learning 

topic. The goal of the session was to facilitate partners hearing about the planned activities and learning 

questions from each topic team.  

Over the course of two interactive rounds, participants moved between the eight posters. At each visit, 

topic leads shared the story of their topic and rationale for the research as well as presented planned 

activities and intended outputs. Specific time was given for follow-up questions and discussions.  

As some partners were quite new to the action learning project, the sessions were a welcome 

opportunity to gain further insights into upcoming activities they would work on. 

The eight posters can be downloaded here.   

  

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/439975948/6afa4d9798de4c66a8e882a852e99388/FINAL_ISSD_AFRICA_8x_PDF_A0_olour_posters.7z
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Discussing synergies across topics 
The poster presentation session allowed participants to identify opportunities for collaboration and joint 

investment in activities. As participants moved between posters, they were encouraged to record these 

ideas on coloured cards.  

 

Image 3: The team on enabling seed policies reflect on potential synergy with other action learning 

projects  

Once back together in their project teams, each group created a matrix to align potential ideas for each 

action learning topic:  

 
Topic 1 
 

Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8 

Topic x 
 

        

 

Collaboration ideas covered countries, themes, methods, events and products. Project teams confirmed a 

number of plans which can be seen in their respective updated project plan documents.  
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Day 2:  

Delineating action learning plans 
The team from Royal Tropical Institute (KIT) facilitated this session, which saw project teams discuss, 

decide on and detail their next practical considerations for their projects.  

Each project team were asked to respond and complete the following:  

1. What are your learning questions? 

2. What actions are you undertaking to directly contribute to improved practices for better seed 

sector performance?  

Envisaged 
change 

Activity Where By who? When?  

     

     

     

 

3. What do you want to communicate, and how do you intend to do this? 

Message(s) Channel and 
Product 

To who, where? By who? When?  

     

     

     

 

4. How will you collect the most relevant, credible evidence to achieve your change ambition? 

Evidence sought Method for 
collecting 

Where 
collected? 

By who? When?  

     

     

     

 

5. Activity timing 

Activity 2020 2021 2022 

 J F M A M J J A S O N D Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 

                    

                    

                    

 

The results of the process enabled each topic to submit refined action learning plans. These are 

summarised on the ISSD Africa website 

  

http://www.issdafrica.org/
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Official launch session 
The action learning project teams were joined by seed sector peers based in Nairobi to celebrate an 

official launch of the programme. The enlarged group were welcomed to the ceremony by Dr. Ayieko as 

host for the event. Marja Thijssen presented the programme and its ambitions to the audience and each 

lead partner pitched their topic in plenary.  

The launch moment was presided over by Grace Agiele of the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and 

Fisheries. Ms. Agiele was deputising for the Principal Secretary of the Ministry who could not attend. 

Fortunately, Ms. Agiele is a Wageningen graduate and also has connections with many of the 

participants’ organisations. Relaying directly the warm words of the Principal Secretary, Ms. Agiele, 

wished the participants luck in their upcoming activities.  Lead partners and coordinators joined Ms. 

Agiele at the front of the hall to push the button and officially kick start the ISSD Africa Community of 

Practice.  

A recording of the launch ceremony is available here: Part 1 | Part 2 

After the launch moment, partners and guests enjoyed a drink in the garden. Lead partners also took 

along their posters to further explain the programme to the invited guests.  

 

 

Image 4: Informal get together after the official launch of ISSD Africa 2019-2022  

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hakgbFmOnjClX92cHsjDtXdp75R0smS_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L2w5Ovs0oJIrY-4trh6c4Bt3x8xfYtqz/view?usp=sharing
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Day 3:  

Peer reviewing updated action learning project plans 
The updated action learning plans that participants had worked on in Day 2 were the basis for a round of 

peer review and feedback. In order to ensure relevant advice was given and received, the management 

unit paired best-fit project teams together:  

• Group 1: ‘Fragile states’ & ‘Creating demand’ 

• Group 2: ‘Seed insecurity’ & ‘Seed policies’ 

• Group 3: ‘Agrobiodiversity’ & ‘Gender’ 

• Group 4: ‘Quality assurance’ & ‘Early generation seed’ 

Each team was tasked with receiving and discussing comments and suggestions from the reviewing 

team, with time available afterwards to make quick changes to their plans. Each team would also 

highlight more strategic considerations as take away messages.  

This session was very well received by participants. The lively discussions highlighted new activity ideas, 

considerations on the framing of research questions and potential new products to develop as research 

outputs.  

Synthesis and take home priorities 
To end the work on the action learning projects, each project team shared some key points as take away 

considerations. Some of these were critical insights which teams still wanted to discuss, some were 

priority first steps, and some were more conceptual points they wanted partners to keep in mind. The 

priority next steps are found in the updated action plans.  

Take away messages and points of attention: 

• Need to understand our value in humanitarian seed response space 

• Be agile in our implementation 

• Give due attention to coordination and integration of ISSD Africa partners 

• Focus our work on things that add value, not work 

• Develop a shared ISSD Africa methodology to assess new strategies 

• Creating demand is a multi-stakeholder and multidisciplinary process across the seed value 

chain 

• Demand is a goal that a company sets out to achieve, but cannot satisfy through only producing 

seed 

• Need to give attention to quality assurance of EGS  

• Use ISSD Africa to compare the efficacy and cost efficiency of different seed sector strategies 

• Chase synergies with biodiversity work 

• Develop a common tool for assessing gender norms 

• Agree on an ISSD Africa broad definition of policy 

• Emphasise local and subnational policies 

• Think more about the methods to inform policy and policymakers 

• Agree on definitions of QDS and decentralisation 
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Communication in the CoP 
James Mulkerrins of WCDI quickly explained some of the communication processes that the CoP would 

engage in. One benefit of the ISSD Africa structure is that the CoP amplifies messages to new wider 

audiences. A number of processes are aimed at supporting the action learning projects to bring their 

findings to target audiences: 

1. The ISSD Africa website will be the central host of the CoPs contents and outputs. 

www.issdafrica.org 

2. Content placed on the website will also be tweeted and lined to the social media channels of 

partners’ own organisations: https://twitter.com/issd_africa  

3. Each action learning topic will be expected to periodically share progress and notable updates to 

the ISSD Africa Newsletter, a digital newsletter sent to the inboxes of network members and 

promoted widely 

4. Partners will be encouraged to use Padlet for sharing content with each other, particularly in 

relation to events: https://padlet.com/issdafrica_facilitator/sharing  

Partners were also informed of some of the additional services and considerations about publications and 

the development of specific products: 

1. A branding policy for ISSD Africa will be developed. Such a policy will need to align with that of 

each involved partner. 

2. Related to this is support in using logos and colour themes for ISSD Africa products 

3. Partners can ask for support and materials to represent the CoP at any relevant 

national/international events they may be attending 

4. If aiming to develop online or learning products, partners can call on the experiences and 

expertise within the management unit. As multiple partners envision online portal development, 

a clear line of support is envisioned.  

Next steps and closing 
To close the workshop, participants were informed of the important next steps, which centred around the 

submission of updated project plans enabling the finalisation of topic proposals, question and result 

frameworks and project budgets.  

A calendar of important next moments was shared: 

Date Activity 

13 January 2020 Submitting updated ALP plan 

1 May 2020 Progress update  

26 May 2020 TAC meeting (Skype) 

25 September 2020 Operational and financial annual report 

Spring 2021 Planning ISSD Africa progress meeting  

 

Closing remarks were given from Karèn Verhoosel, Marja Thijssen, Peter Gildemacher and Miltone 

Ayieko. Participants were thanked for their excellent contributions to the workshop, their ideas and 

feedback on each other’s project plans and the proactive and community spirit they took into 

discussions.  

  

http://www.issdafrica.org/
https://twitter.com/issd_africa
https://padlet.com/issdafrica_facilitator/sharing
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Annex 1. Workshop programme 
 

Day 1: Monday 9 December  

08.30  Coffee/tea and registration 

09.00  Workshop opening 

09.15  Participants introductions  

09.45 Introduction to ISSD Africa  

10.30  Coffee/tea break 

11.00 Workshop programme 

12.00 Presenting ISSD Africa topics    –     Round 1 

12.45  Lunch 

13.45 Presenting ISSD Africa topics    –     Round 2 

14.30 Coffee/tea break 

15.00 Discussing synergy across action learning projects 

16.30 Informal get-together over drinks 

 

Day 2: Tuesday 10 December 

08.30 Introduction to the programme of day 2 

09.00  Delineating Action Learning Project plans 

12.30  Lunch 

13.30  Delineating Action Learning Projects plans - continued 

15.30  Coffee/tea break 

16.00 Official launch session  

 

Day 3: Wednesday 11 December 

08.30 Introduction to the programme of day 3 

08.45 Peer reviewing Action learning Project plans 

10.30 Coffee/tea break 

11.00 Synthesis  

11.30  Next steps 

12.30 Closing session 

13.00  Network Lunch 
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Annex 2. Participants list 
 

Topic Name Organisation Country 

Developing the 
seed sector in 
fragile states &  
 
Effective seed 
insecurity 
response 

Sandrine Chetail-Armour Mercy Corps USA 

Abby Love SCALE Kenya 

Gerrit Jan van Uffelen WCDI Netherlands 

Joseph Ubek Mercy Corps Nigeria 

Tulin Arslan  Mercy Corps Jordan 

Noel Templer Bioversity-CIAT Alliance Nairobi 

Bastiaan Huesken PSSD Burundi Burundi 

Agrobiodiversity, 
seeds and 
climate change 

Ronnie Vernooy Bioversity-CIAT Alliance Netherlands 

Andrew Mushita CTDT Zimbabwe 

Joyce Adokorach NARO (PGRC) Uganda 

Dominic Kimani Kenya Seed Savers Network Kenya 

Enabling seed 
policies 

David Spielman IFPRI USA 

Kwaw Andam IFPRI Nigeria 

Maxwell Agbenorhevi Consultant Ghana 

Hannington Odame CABE Kenya 

Mohammed Hassena ISSD Ethiopia Ethiopia 

Festus Kwadzokpo Consultant Ghana 

Josiah Wobil Consultant Ghana 

John Olwande Tegemeo Institute Kenya 

Enhancing seed 
quality 
assurance 

Margaret McEwan CIP Kenya 

James Legg IITA Tanzania 

Lava Kumar IITA Nigeria 

Khalid Ishiak NASC Nigeria 

Patrick Ngwediagi TOSCI Tanzania 

Monica Parker CIP SSA Kenya 

Kwame Ogero CIP Tanzania Tanzania 

Agboola Abraham Adebayo NASC  Nigeria 

Lemlem Teklemedhine 
Geberegiorgis 

Regulatory Directorate of 
MoA 

Ethiopia 

Business models 
for EGS 

Essegbemon Akpo ICRISAT Kenya 

Esther Njuguna-Mungai ICRISAT Kenya 

Geoffrey Muricho ICRISAT Kenya 

Haile Desmae ICRISAT Mali 

Issoufou Kapran ICRISAT Mali 

Joseph Ahenda AGRA Kenya 

Grace Gitu AFSTA  Kenya 

Hafsa Tikolo Agri-Experience Kenya 
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Mulemia Maina Agri-Experience Kenya 

Bonny Ntare ISSD Plus Uganda Uganda 

Amsalu Ayana ISSD Ethiopia Ethiopia 

Creating demand 
for quality seed 

Gareth Borman WCDI South Africa 

Stuart Morris EWS-KTF Thailand 

Bjorn van Campenhout IFPRI Belgium 

Elijah Mwashayenyi SEVIA/EWS Tanzania 

Annet Kizza EWS-KTF Uganda 

Melaku Admasu Ethiopian Seed Association Ethiopia 

Dawit Alemu BENEFIT Ethiopia 

Gender 
dynamics in 
seed systems 

Rhiannon Pyburn KIT Netherlands 

Berber Kramer IFPRI USA 

Lilian Waithaka ACRE Kenya 

Alessandra Galie  ILRI Nairobi 

ISSD Africa 
Coordination and 
facilitation 

Karèn Verhoosel WCDI Netherlands 

Marja Thijssen WCDI Netherlands 

James Mulkerrins WCDI Netherlands 

Peter Gildemacher KIT Netherlands 

Boudy van Schagen KIT Netherlands 

Miltone Ayieko Tegemeo Institute Kenya 

Fraciah Nyokabi Tegemeo Institute Kenya 

Kouamé Miezan AfricaSeeds Ivory Coast 

 


